2 centuries. In my PhD dissertation (Mengozzi 2002: 4-5) , I tried to argue that another major lacuna in Macuch's book is that he seldom makes reference to Assyro-Chaldean oral literature, which was and is rarely recorded in written form, but is very rich and living. More precisely, I discussed Macuch's criticism of Iraqi Chaldean literature in the modern language, where he observes that literary texts circulated in the Mosul plain exclusively in manuscript form and the illiteracy and poor education of the Chaldeans hindered their diffusion. Furthermore, Macuch describes Chaldean literature as exclusively religious, not concerned with secular matters, being almost entirely cultivated by the clergy, and therefore unable to develop and sustain a national identity and consciousness, 2 whereas these were developed among the Assyrians of Iran, especially thanks to the stimulus of the Presbyterian mission (Macuch 1976: 91, 99 , and 111). (Mengozzi 2003b: 453-4) . What in my opinion Macuch failed to notice is that a literature in vernacular Aramaic existed long before the establishment of competing foreign missions in the region and it was largely shared as a common inherited lore or circulated in oral form, creatively varied, among all East Syrians -and, 3 as we shall see, to some extent among co-territorial Jews as well -, living in the Mosul plain, on the Hakkari mountains or in Persian Azerbaijan. It produced an immense, rich repertoire of orally transmitted texts, characterized by the internal stylistic and linguistic variation typical of folk literature the world over. Specimens were written down only from the second half of the nineteenth century on, mostly at the explicit request of European, especially German, scholars.
Even before, however, certainly since the eighteenth century, the more learned varieties of oral texts, the religious poems, had been copied in manuscripts, as a marginal phenomenon in the amazingly intensive literary and scribal activities in the classical language that have flourished in northern Iraq since the sixteenth century and, as far as East Syrians are concerned, have been connected with the so-called 'School of Alqosh', with its famous authors and families of professional scribes. 3 In the manuscripts, some of the religious poems written in the vernacular are dated as late sixteenth century or attributed to the most prominent seventeenth-century authors of the School. What we now know about this specific kind of poetic production convinces me even more strongly than when I wrote my dissertation some ten years ago, that
Macuch's lack of interest in oral literature prevented him from appreciating the common roots of what it has become customary to call 'Assyrian' and 'Chaldean' literatures only since the nineteenth, but especially in the twentieth century. 4 The need to look at orality as a heuristic and explanatory category is confirmed by a broader socio-linguistic and socio-literary approach to Modern or 'Neo-' Aramaic, as dialectologists usually call the continuum of Aramaic varieties still spoken today. Precisely because they are so widespread and -in the case of animal proverbsso close to everyday experience, it is in fact extremely difficult to reconstruct the genealogy of the proverbs of classes 3 and 4, despite the fact that they are astonishingly persistent throughout the millennia in the Near East. We shall face this problem again in dealing with other genres of Modern Aramaic literature.
Popular Songs
Much less well documented and studied than proverbs, are Modern Aramaic popular songs, with the partial exception of the genres based on rhyming triplets of seven syllable lines (rawe and leliyana), to which we shall come back in the following section.
In the categories of songs a number of different genres are included, such as warrior songs (Socin 1882: 140- published a number of texts in Jewish and Christian dialects (Sabar 1974 (Sabar , 1993 (Sabar and 1996 . Three simple Jewish rhymes are reproduced here below, drawn from Sabar (1974: 330) : (1) a blessing before breakfast, (2) a blessing before taking a bath and (3) a lullaby evoking the dear ones of the family who went far away to make a living.
( close that they may discover the couple at any moment.
Rawe and Leliyana
Rhyming triplets of seven-syllable lines represent a very popular metre for songs among Modern Assyrians. According to the occasions on which they are performed they are called rawe -performed during evening gatherings in the villages or wedding feastsor leliyana -wedding songs, mostly sung by women (Donabed 2007: 350) . 10 Fabrizio Pennacchietti (1985-6: 42) So he was surprised to hear that Socin was interested in the erotic triplets which two
Chaldean boys sang for him. It was not exactly the genre one would expect a visiting prelate to be looking for. first-singular verbal ending. Lamassu (2009: 48) argues that 'female voices' can be read in the rawe as 'subversive voices against existing patriarchal social norms'.
(
6) rēxānta d-ʽeqqar nate aza w-ātya b-šamʽate k-mā d-kāmša rēxa ate
The basil sprig that's lodged behind his ear
Flapping around his auditory area
The more it dries the more fragrant it gets
Zmurri d-šamʽanne qalux

Dxurri xuš atyan l-balux l-haw yawma dwanwa yarux
Sing for me so I hear your voice
Remember me, let me come to your thoughts For the sake of the old times when I was your lover 13 Lamassu (2009) According to Lamassu (2009: 42) , the modern genre might also be related to the love songs about which we have scanty evidence from tablets of the Neo-Assyrian period (thus, first millennium BCE). 'Hopefully, further excavations will yield similar tablets and enhance our understanding of this genre', he adds. (Chyet 1995) . The same might be true of Christian professional story-tellers, but I have not found information on this subject in the literature. We know that Chaldean poets were able to compose and perform in both Aramaic and Kurdish (Mengozzi 2002: 85 Oral traditions can be rather conservative and effective in preserving very old forms and content, but they usually transform the inherited lore, which becomes barely recognizable in the various processes of adaptation, innovation, creative reworking, and contamination with other oral and written traditions. Moreover, 'all cultures inherently share the major aspects of the mythos that governs the ideas behind such [epic] tales' (Donabed 2007: 343) . After all, Qaṭina Gabbara does not need to have very old ancestors to be appreciated as a hero who embodies both the universal attributes of heroism and the specific virtues of the Christian Assyrian culture, even in its more recent nationalistic version.
Other directions could be further explored in dealing with Assyrian epos. It should be compared with neighbouring epic traditions, such as the Armenian folktales mentioned by Hozaya (1996) and Donabed (2007) , the Jewish folktales on supernatural beings such as Sarkǝrinke 'the head-eater' and the cyclopean ogre Ḥambašaya, interestingly killed by a tyaraya, a Christian from Ṭiyari (Mutzafi 2008: 270-7) , and definitely also with Kurdish epics or epic-related poetry. 22 More oral performances should be recorded, preferably in audio-visual form, than the few examples transcribed by Hozaya (1996) or in the anthology of oral texts in the Neo-Aramaic dialect of Barwar (Khan 2008 (Khan : 1867 . Performance techniques of folk bards, if they are still to be found among elderly Assyrians, should be carefully studied: memorization, improvisation, creative variation, use of formulae and topoi, metres, music, gesture, interaction with the audience, etc.
Durekyaṯa
The We know the performance arena of the durekyaṯa from late indirect witnesses, dating from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. They suggest spontaneous gatherings on the roofs of the villages or under the lodge of a cucumber garden, after the labours of harvest (Mengozzi 2002: 87-89 ).
We are told by Protestant missionaries that singers and musicians were the most dissolute and lascivious among the Assyrians:
There is no class of persons, among the Nestorians, more depraved and dissolute than professional musicians. They are called upon to take parts at weddings, and on festival occasions, among their own people, where drunkenness, revelry, and every form of iniquity, are practiced. Their services are also in demand among the Mussulmâns, on similar occasions, and in assemblies of the loose and dissipated. Here, dancing boys, whose manners are indecent, are made to perform, and musicians are called upon to sing obscene songs. Nestorian musicians are thus trained in the very school of Satan himself (Wright 1857 : 77, quoted in Lamassu 2009 .
The 'obscene songs' mentioned in the text probably belonged to the rawe genre, but we know that durekyaṯa too were performed during wedding feasts. The Reverend Justin Perkins, Presbyterian missionary, was literally scandalized by the performance of what most probably was a durekṯa on the life of Jesus in a profane degraded context:
I attended a wedding, Jan. 9, at the house of Mar Gabriel, at Ardishái. During the noise and confusion of eating and drinking, a minstrel sat playing on a rude violin and singing sacred songs, composed on the most solemn and impressive subjects revealed in the Scriptures, as the coming of Christ, the judgment and the rich man in torment. The giddy company appeared to have no idea,
22
that there was any incongruity between the subjects of these songs and the convivial scenes, in which they were so eagerly and thoughtlessly engaged. And this is not strange, considering their lack of religious instruction (Perkins 1843: 330) .
This practice, abhorred and stigmatized by the American missionary, is probably confirmed by the last verse of the durekṯa on the Maccabean martyrs (10) whose first verses have been quoted above (9): (10) I suspected that it was a corrupted text (Mengozzi 2002: 113) , but in the light of
Perkins' account it might be read as a realistic notation by the poet or a scribe.
Targum
One of the stylistic devices that reveals the learned and to some extent pedagogical character of the durekyaṯa is the frequent use of multilingual hendiadys. Authors exploit the vast and diverse linguistic competences of their audience and often uses pairs, sometimes triplets, of synonyms derived from different languages: e.g. bašrara bḥaqq
'really ', dina w-šarʽ 'law', gunahkar w-ḥaṭṭaya 'sinner', kahne w-qaše 'priests', xabre w-tanyaṯa 'words', māl w-qenyana 'property', safel dawya 'miserable' (Mengozzi 2002: 100-101) . This kind of lexical virtuosism has also been observed in the Jewish homiletic literature written in Neo-Aramaic (Sabar 2002: 55-6 ) and can be seen as a stylistic reflex of the rich sociolinguistic profiles of Aramaic-speaking communities, who experience internal diglossia and live immersed in a multilingual milieu. Among West and East Syrians alike, it is not uncommon for ministering priests to provide an oral translation into Modern Aramaic of the Scriptures, especially the Gospels, when they read them in the church with a Peshiṭta text before them. The 'targums' thus produced are not however recorded in written form. 31 This practice appears to be rather common among Neo-Aramaic speaking Christians even in the diaspora, and should be accurately described, documented and investigated. 2 It is Macuch's euro-centric prejudice that a literary tradition should be judged according to its ability to support or stimulate national feelings or overt nationalism, and some kind of Protestant bias might have influenced his arguments.
